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E-Safety
-Password protection
-Viruses
-Cyber bullying
-Launching iDEA

Kodu
-Movement
-Interacting with characters
-Scoring
-Adding timers and filters
-Creating a game

Scratch
-Flowcharts
-Controlling multiple characters
-Co-ordinates
-Creating Virtual Pets
-How to feed the pet
-Creating a basic game

Micro Bits
-Using messages and numbers            -Using variables
-Using IF, ELSE                                          -Creating animations
-Creating a pedometer                           -Making a mood ball
-Using music to explain flowcharts
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E-Safety
-Password protection
-Malware
-Phishing
-Social engineering
-Social networks
-Sexting
-iDEA silver badge

Harry Plotter – spreadsheets
-Formatting
-Using formulas and functions
-Sorting
-Using graphs
-Modelling

Flowol
-Creating flowcharts
Sub routines
Algorithms

HTML
- What is HTML
- Using Images
- The use of colour
- Creating hyperlinks
- Using cascading style sheets
- Creating a basic webpage

Python
-Using text
-Creating animations with images
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-Hardware and software
-What are the components of a computer
-Algorithms, control and flowcharts
-Sequencing and flowcharts
-Programming language
-Combining text and maths
-Using loops
-Making it interactive
-IF and ELSE
-Random module – creating a dice

-Creating a magic 8 ball (python)
-Computer networks
-LAN and WAN
-Wireless
-Home broadband
-Network threats

-What is binary
-Converting binary to denary
-Binary representation of images
-Pixels and the quality of images
-Storage

The ethics of photo manipulation
-How to use Photoshop
-Using layers
-Cropping
-Removing images
-Colour alteration
-Removing imperfections
-Creating a product for a specific client

Multimedia 
- Filming 
- Story boarding and editing 

techniques
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System Architecture
Architecture of the CPU
-Components of the CPU
- Von Neumann Architecture
- Fetch Decode Execute cycle
Embedded Systems
CPU Performance
- Characteristics the affect performance
Storage Units 
- How data is stored common units

Storage
Primary Storage
- RAM/ ROM
- Virtual Memory
Secondary Storage 
- Common types
- Advantages & Disadvantages
- Choice
Calculations for Storing images, sound and 
text
Data storage
Converting Binary / Denary
Compression
- Methods/benefits

Networks and Topology
- LAN & WAN
- Performance factors
- Hardware needed 
- The internet
- Network Topologies
Wired & Wireless networks Protocols and 
Layers
- Wired & Wireless connections
- Encryption
- IP and MAC addressing
- Standards
- Protocols
- Layers

Network Security
- Threats to systems and networks
- Forms of attack
- Identifying and preventing vulnerabilities
- Common prevention methods 
Operating Systems
- Purpose and functionality of OS
Utility Software
- Purpose of 
- - Types of Utility Software 

Ethical, legal , Cultural and 
environmental Impact
- Impact of digital technology 
through the above issues
- Legislation relevant to computer 
science
- Data Protection Act
- Computer Misuse
- Copyright Designs & patents Act
- Software licences

Computational Thinking
-Abstraction, Decomposition 
Design, Create, refine algorithms
- Identify Inputs/ processes/ 

outputs for a problem
- Flow diagrams/Pseudocode
- Trace Tables
This may also see some basic 
python practical skills reminder 
tasks
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Computational Thinking
- Abstraction, Decomposition 
Design, Create, refine algorithms
- Identify Inputs/ processes/ outputs for 

a problem
- Flow diagrams/Pseudocode

Programming Fundamentals
- Variables, constants, operators & 

assignments
- Sequence, selection and Iteration
- Arithmetic operators Boolean 

operators AND, OR, NOT

Additional Programming Skills
- String manipulation
- File handling (Open/Read/Write/Close)
- Arrays
- Sub programs
- Random

Testing
- Purpose
- Types (iterative/final)
- Test table data
Boolean Logic
- Logic Diaagrams AND, OR, NOT

Revision 
Examination preparation


